Molly McNinch -- 9th-Grade Lesson -Modeling Through Geometry: Circumference of A Cup’s Roll
Video transcript from Lesson Part 2A,
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MOLLY MCNINCH: I'm going to introduce to you guys this new piece of technology that you guys didn't
have last class. So it is the “roll radius calculator.” Okay, so, yesterday when you guys were -- oh sorry, last
class when you guys were doing this, you kept asking, “Can we use a calculator? Can we use a calculator?”
Now there's a cup-rolling calculator that you guys are going to be able to use. So this is going to be linked
on School Loop, and so you guys are going to be able to grab a Chromebook and look at this. Now let's get
some values. Okay. So somebody shout out a number.
STUDENT: One.
MOLLY MCNINCH: We'll use 10 here. We'll use the slant length of one, and then I need one more number.
STUDENT: Two.
MOLLY MCNINCH: Two. Okay. Narrow diameter is two. Oh gosh, this happened last time ... Okay, two. All
right, now, the roll radius -- it's not going to roll the cup. I know, that'd be kind of cool, but it just calculates
right here. So you can put in any value, any value. Trust me. Let's put in, well, positive values ... Let's put in
100 for the ... There it is ... 100 for the wide diameter. Let's see what happens there, and let's look at the
narrow diameter. So you have this as your last cup, Cup H, where the narrow diameter is zero. So what do
you guys think if the slant length is one, the wide diameter is 100 inches, this is a very bad cup. Okay, so
the slant height and the radius, the roll radius, would be one inch.
You guys are going to get Chromebooks. They're right behind Mr. Wieser, and you guys, one per table. The
link again, it's on School Loop, or you can just copy it from up here. I'll leave this up here. All right. Now you
can collect all types of data, and while you guys are working on that, I'm going to hand out a piece of poster
paper for you to start putting a thought process on. You guys are creating a “status poster,” so I want to see
the status of your problem.
So you're thinking ... You may not get to a solution today, that's fine. I just want to see how you're thinking
about it. Now you might get to a solution today, which is great. All right. So the person who has the birthday
-- who had the most recent birthday, you are going to grab the Chromebook. All right, go.
You guys have cups. You can roll your cups on the ground. Roll them. That's why you got the cups. Go for
it, Cole.
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